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ABSTRACT

-:: objective of this research is to investigate the effect of dispositional personality

a,; .::intional cognitive factors on the intention to use the internet' Personality factors

ur,*: ,.ti€ctsttr€d by five variables openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion,

i:..:-ibleness and nettroticism. Meanwhile, situational cognitive factors were measured

-. :-:.:eived ease of use, perceivecl usefulness and self-efficacy. Survey was conducted to-

-.: stttdents oJ Faculty of Economics, (Jniyersitas Bengkultt, include extension qnd

;t;r;Sr€t Management ituirnt, programme. This research uses non-probability sampling

:"..::Cure with purposite-judgmenl method. Primary data were gathered using closed-

;'i::ion form questionniirr. Hypotheses testing were conducted using Partial Least

::-;rewithsoftwareSmartPLSyersion2.0'M3.Resultsshowedthatopennessto
:l ::rience, perleivecl trsefulness and self-efficaq'} significantly ffict intention to use

-:.-net. Meanwhile, situational cognitivi factors were better predictor than personality

-,::)rs on the ifienrion to use inteinet. This suggests that the application of information

.-)ttology- acceptance and adoption theory dominantly based on percepttt(tl cognitive

,:::,trs rather than personality. The current study contribiles to higher education

*-;l:agers in terms of how to manage common problems of information system resistance'

Ee,.*,ords: dispositional personality, sittmtional cognitive, Information Technology

Acc eptanc e' and Infor mat ion Sy s te m'

]TRODUCTION of e-commerce or e-business (Turban el a/''

lhe development of information system in 2008)' However' the development of IT does

- .:ess application shows strategic roles in not oniy show sucesss story but it also shows

,* :-,-.ing the competition. The strategic roles problems related to socio-behavioral factors

:j:. re seen in the roles of infonnation system and other problems related to maintaining and

: :ranging business pattem and modei. sorne controlling the information system' Some

;:::anies applying strategic information studies showed that behavioral aspects

-,r:m roles gain success in industrial compe- especiaily the ones related to the acceptance

-::r, such as Amazon.com with its on-line una adoption of information technology

:,-,:,-istore and Google.com with its search influence the success and faiiure of

:-.ne model (Ha(ono, 2007b). Furthermore, 
information system (Hartono' 2007a)'

- changes relationships pattems and social- In the development of concept and

:: t:omic interaction, such as the emergencs research about behavioral infonnation system'
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there has been a never-ending debate on cog-

nitir. und personality factors The first view

assumes that cognitive and personality are

,n.flurg.uUf . dispositional factors (Amiel and

Surg.ri 2004; Landers & Lounsbury' 2006)'

Perlonality is defined as inherent

characteristics that describe ways of tirinking'

feeling, and action that differentiate someone

i.o,o 
"oit-,"r. (Maddi, 1989 in McBlroy et al''

ioill Briggs and Mvers (1980) stated

.og,-,l,ir" is lndividuai preferences that help

,orl"on" to choose appropriate job for each

lrJiuiara. Based on the erplanation above' it

can be concluded that cognitive and perso-

naiity factors are unchangeable ones'

Fwlhermore, some Previous studie'

showed inconsistency in terms of concepts a::;

it"ai"gt. Thatcher et al (2007) found out th":

in,""lJ, anxiety (situational personalir

affects personalitl' trait and cognitive trus:

iJirporiiionul cognitive) oI users' on the oti-e:

iru,,a, egu*um & Karahanna (2000) lound o;:

oersonaliry Irdit (opcnness to cxpertet:' '
'exc 

erpt ed 

- 

i n t o 1t e r s o n a I i n n o t' a t iv c n c ss) a lle c : :

p..."p,io, and the use of it (situation"

cognitive).

A similar researclt was also conducted b1

Buchanan et al. (2005) by using Internationai

Personality ltent Pool (IPIP) instrument

proposed by Goldberg (1990) and measure-

*"nt rrr.tl-,oa Qtsychometric) conducted by on-

line system. Tirere were three reasons for using

I'PIP'instrument: firstly, some previous studies

showed that IPIP instrument was better tn

*"ururing personality compared lo Big Five

Factor- initru,n.,,t by Costa and McCrae

( 1992). Secondly- lPlP is available tree ol

ifru.g". Thirdly, IPIP instruurent is shorter'

Based on the studies above, McElroy et Lt'

(2007) conducted a study using dispositior-ia'

i^"-t Qtersonality trait dan cognitive style) i'
,"" tt 

"""or-,parison 
of the two factors on the

intention to use intemet' The choice c:

Jisfositional factors is based on the unfinishe;

;f; on the realtionship between personali4

iu"torc and cognitive ones in behavioral infor-

mation system. Personality factor is measurec

iV ,titg model Brg Five Factor Personalin

model (*Costa & McCrae, 1992) and cognitte

sQle faclors is measured by using M''-ers-

Arigg, TYPe Indicator (MBTI) model'

Research findings showed that personalin

factors are better predictors on the intention to

use intemet compared to cognitive style ones.

Ho*.r"r. the model used by McEltoy et al

iioozl had sotne limitations' Mccrae and

bosta (1989) ciaimed that MBTI had some

weaknesses in measuring cognitite style inthe

perspective of personality fralf' MRTI validit-r

it *"ut whiie the construct reliability is

sufficient.

Some sfudies on behaviourai information

svstem reveal that dispositional factors

ir.rronutitv and cognitive) are hard to apply in

u situationul infotmation system Thatcher et

al. (2006) stated that personalitl'* trait can not

be used as a construct on the intention to use

intemet because internet is a situational infor-

mation system. Therefore, compuler anxiety

construct must be adapted into internet

anxiety. Bandura (1982) states that lt^I"hol
togi.i changes can happen when different

i..-*"ntt aie applied' For example: the level

of on"', s"lf-uff,cocy changes when 
-s/he -is

faced with different assignments' Based on the

explanation above, it is concluded that perso-

."ioy 
"^a 

cognitive factors are changeabled

by situational factors in a specific context'

Robey (i983) states that there are some

studies on the acceptance of IT in behavioural

intbrmation system that shorv a tendency to

,r. p"r""ption-based instead of personality

and 
"ogniiire 

dispositional cognitive factors'

Fo. intiun.., Davis er a/ (1989) proposed the

;h;"; of TechnologY Acceptance Y:l:'
liAO and Venkantesh & 

. 
Davis eq90)

propor.d TAM-2 theory using 
,perceptton

which is a dimension of situational cognlttve'

comptier anxietl; and self-efficacy 
-1n

d.u"lop.g TAM model which are peronaiify

as w"li as- situational cognititive factors (Lee

et al.,2003).
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fheoretically and emprically. by repli-
;:.-:.g and developing research models

:-,Jucted by McElroy et al. (2007) and

: -;ianan et al. (2005), this paper tries to

,--:iain the effects of dispositional factor

,-:.sonality trai) and situational cognitive
.::ors (cognitive perception) on the intention

:: use intemet based on empirical study in an

.;ademic environment.

The paper consists of four parts: the first
::it discusses theoritical fiamervork and the

:.rncepts of dispositional personality and

:.:rational cognitive. The second part

:-scusses research rnethods used in this

:esearch. The third part discusses the results

.rd findings of the research. The last part is
-ie conclusion and recommendation

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Dispositional Personality Factor

Information system research using the

concepts of personality was started by Zmud

I 1979) who studied the effects of individual
dispositional characteristic s (P er s onal ir,v and

Cognitite style) on the success of information
svstem implementation. Personality factor is
measured in terms of its cognitive and

affective structures in responding to an event,

a person or a situation. Personality factor is

believed to have a strong influence on the

success of management infomation system,

ambiguity to lerance, extr ov e r t/ i ntroverl, needs

of achievement, the ability to take risk,

concepts evaluative defense and the ievel of
anxiety (Klauss & Jewett. 1974 in Zmud,

1979). The research findings showed that

dispositional factor Qtersonality trait and

cognitive s0'le) influenced the success of IT
usage. However the research at that time did

not find consistent personality factor due to
the fact that related factors outside MIS were

not related to cognitive sQle factor.

Cambre and Cook (1985) found out that

computer anxiety had negative impacts on the

use of IT. The findings supported the research

conducted by Lucas (1914: 1915). However,

Cambre & Cook (1985) found a new

phenomenon about computer araiety. It was

not only caused by the lack of IT but also

caused by the anxiety Ilom within a person

based on his,/her perception of IT.

Heinssen et al. (1987) validated the level

of anxiety of an individual on ccomputer by

usingComputer Anriety Rating Scale (CARS).

The measurements included behavior,

cognitive, affective of cotnputer anxiety. The

results showed that CARS was a vaiid and

reliable instrument to measure anxiety toward

computer. The high level of anxiety torvard

computer was related to the mathematical

abiliry, the low experience in using computer,

and the lack of interest on the computer.

During the process of interaction with the

computer, an individual rvith high ievel of
anxiety toward computer showed low
expectation and performance as weli as high

sensitivity toward psychological stimuli.
Another finding was gender factor affected the

level of anxiety toward computer.

Aganval & Karahanna (2000) excerpted

personalily trqit factor from Big Fit;e Factor
model- Costa & McCrae (1992) in the fie1d of
psychology by using neuroticism (computer

an-tiet.v-) and openness to experience Qtersonal
i nnov a t it, eness) dimensions. Personalily factor

was then connected to Tecllrology Acceptance

Model (TAM) by adding cognitive absorption

construct. The results finding showed that

c o g nit iv e ab s orp t i o n Qt er s o n a I innov at iv e ne s s)

became situational cognitive factor predictor

that is the use ofperception and the easiness in

using it.

Thatcher et al. (2001) conducted another

study using personality factor ir.r the context of
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Information system. They used personality
factors, dernographic characteristics and indi-
vidual aspects in the use of intemet. Thatcher
et al. {2007) stated that there were three
personaliqvn traits, which affected internet
anxieQ, namely computer anxiety, contpuler
self-efficaq' and personal innoyatiyeness. In
the study, Tl-ratcher et al. (2007) used the tem
internel anxieg, instead of comptier anxie4t,
because computer antiee is a permanent and
inherent personaliry- trait, while internet
anxiety is a situational personality, which is
formed when someone uses internet. Internet
causes anxieQ because it requires users to
understand about technology and new
application of it. Internet causes emotional
disturbances because of the interaction with a

novel or unknown situation. Furthermore the
use of intemet also present the possibilily of
being anacked by virus. sp\\)are or invasion
dari privasi user privacr,. Thus, computer
anxiety* reflects duration of experience with
computer, whlle internet anxiet,v reflects the
ievel of diifficulry with information teclno-
Iogy in the contert of using intemet.

In early 1980s, Bandura (i982) stated that
self-qfficacy can be changed when given
different treatments. The changes are due to
cognitive proccess in responding to infor-
rnation. The finding shov;ed that self-efficacl'
can be stimulated by cognitive procces and it
showed the effect on the expected results. The
conclusion is self-efficacf is a cognitive factor
and not a personality one.

The debates over the differences between
personality and cognitive factors in Infor-
mation System do not have comprehensive

theoretical answers. In fact, some studies using
the same constructs produced different
findings. Therefore, McEh'cy et al. (2007)
decided to use grand theory in the fie1d of
psychology. The reason was that the debates

over personality and cognitive factor in the

field of Information System showed incon-
sistency. Personality factor rvas measureci by

using Big Five Factors; openness to

Journal of Indonesian Economy snd Business Mar

experience, conscientiousness, extroversion.
agreeableness and neuroticlsz) proposed b1

Costa & McCrae (1992) while cognitive
factors were measured by using cognitive style
MBTI. The purpose of the study is to compare
the effects of the two factors on the use of
internet. computer anxieQ, self-fficacy and
gender are treated as controlling variables. The
use of controlling variables is based on the
reason that the three variables represent
personality and cognitive factors and some
previous studies showed significant effects on
the personaliry factor, cognitive factors and
the intention to use IT.

The srudy conducted by McElroy er al.
(2007) showed that personaiity factors were
better predictors compared to cognitive sQle
ones. However, the study had some limitation
because MBTI was not accepted as the
appropriate instrument to measure cognitive
sfle rvhen related to personality in the context
of intemet use. McCrae & Costa (1989)
claimed that MBTI had a weakness in
measuring dalam cognitive str+le in personality
perspectivef. The validify of MBTI is poor
although the construct reliability is sufficient
for this model.

Buchanan et al. (2005) conducted a study
on the effects of personality factor on the use

of internet by using IPIP instrument proposed
by Goldberg (1990). There were three reasons

to use IPIP narnely: some previous research
showed that IPP was befter in measuring
personality compared to Big Five Factor-
Costa & McCrae (1992), IPIP was available
for free and it was concise, consisting of about
50 items while Brg Fl"-e consists of 240 items.
The finding shorved that personaiiry factors
affected the intention to use internet and IPIP
was better in terms of rts validity and

reliability. It indicated that narrow traits
instrument measurement like IPIP had a better
reliability and validity cornpared broader
traits (such as Big Five Fqctor). Ashton
(1998) stated that for the purpose of empirical
study. narrow lraits were rnore appropriale to

-,i dt -
r* :*l

lri:" :l*
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-s: compared to broader traits which were
, -::able for clinical tests.

The application of Big Five Factor rn the
-.:.aviour of internet use had been used by
,..', eral researchers. Some researchers found
, -: ihat openne.\s to experience had a tendency
. :o some activities in the virtual world by

:-. .i9 to do some adventures and finding new
::.s (Tuten & Bosnjak, 2001). The character
-- :esented curiousity to explore new things.

:ended to develop liesh ideas, hoid
---:i:rventional values, have fleribility, and
-:,e the authority to decide and act (Costa &
i:-rae,1992). Thus, internet can be an

---1;"rpriate media to express themselves.
: '.:d on the explanation above, there are ten
' : -.:hesis proposed in this research.

- ,:':thesis 1: Openness to experience factor
affects the intention to use
intemet.

I o n s c ie n t i o usrTeJ'.s represents the tendency
:= disciplined, well-planned and consistent
.::teving goals. A person having this trait

:- --< io be rvell-planned, organised, and read1,
, :,, aiuate all his ,4ter activities in order to
,- - :\ e his ,4rer goals (Costa & McCrae,

-: - In relation to interaet use, a person
'- : this trait does not want to use intemet

- -:-nroductive activities, 1lke chatting room
"-. .:e.he tends to use it for productive
--- . :ies like searching for arlicles or
.*.:::::ic joumals (Landers & Lounsbury,
.'
- ,::esis2: Conscientiousness affects the

intention to use internet.

:,..ro\ersion reflects the tendency to
' - :..2e. to behave cheerfirlly and to be
: .- .:ic. This type of person loves to hnd

r :rj --3 in doing his/her activities (Costa &
- - .t.1992). This character usually belongs

*-:_j.qers and dynamic adults. Amiel and
.;-.:.: i.2004) found out that extroyersion
:: "=:.J, to use intemet for the purpose of
- -: \ irrua1 sociai interaction and sharing

I8t

information in virtual community (such as

chatting room, face book and bog).

Hypothesis 3: Extroyersion affects the
intention to use intemet.

Agreeableness reflects sympathetic,
cooperative, and good-natured. People with
tl.ris characteristic like to help other and expect
reciprocal actions in retum (Costa & McCrae,
1992). People with these characteristics love
simple but beneficiaI activities. In usir.rg
intemet. Landers & Lounsbury (2006) found
out that those with these characteristics are
willing to use intemet but they are easily
fiustrated when faced rvith difficulties.

Hypothesis 4'. Agreeableness affects the
intention to use internet.

ltreuroticisnt reflects sonre weaknesses in
adapting and managing emotionai distur-
bances. Neurotic people tend to be easily
fiightened, easily rnoodl, They cannot trust
other people or system and carurot manage
their stress (Costa & McCrae, 1992). Those
with these characteristics tend to use intemet
for socializing with other people, but they use
it for engaging i4 entertainment (game online)
and searching for their identity in the virtual
world (Amiel & Sargent.2004).

Hypothesis 5: Nettroticism affects the inten-
tion to use internet.

Situational Cognitive Factors

Cognitive is a tentr used in psychology to
describe the perception a person or the
tendency to use perception in responding to
informatior.r, events. or in soiving problems.
The cor-rcept of cognitive was found in 1960s.
It learns how peopie think, feel, study,
memorize, make decisions and how peopie
process (perceive, intepret. retrieve and recall)
data in the brain (Hafiono, 2007a).

The development of cognitive concept in
Information System stafied when mainstream
behavioral research emerged in 1960s. Ackoff
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:een used as a cognltlve
use of Infor-:;:ed the

Perceir t,i t,i L:elulness

i -:-: '. ': -.:.'. ress is the 1evel of belief
---.:. : ': :: I .. ::::c:l'i-i bettef When She/he

:. i ': - - .- 1. ' ,.. i989). Based on the

:: - - ' -:. :. -.':cluded that Perceived
: - " :l ihe decision-making'a:-

- 
- - :.: - :- r - -.3::''e beiieves that a system

(1960) initiated by conducting a case study in

exploring the causes of Information System

fuii.,... il-,e .ereur.h triggered other research

although the findings failed to indicate the

causes" of system failure' However' the

research indicated that there were some

relationships between anitude and behaviour

torvard the success of Infomation System'

Scl-rultz & Slevin (1975 in Robey, 1979)

proposed the aspect of attitude in the use of
'Information 

Systern. The aspects consists

several points' which are, perfonnance

interpersonai, changes, goa1s, support 
-or

reje.iior-,, client or researcher and interest' The

nrair-rg, showed that tl'rere were some effects

of ur". PercePtion on the success of

information s1'stem' This model was the used

by many studies to see the effects of trust'

u,titua.t (cognitive perception) and the

intention to use infomation system'

Fishbein & Ajzen (1975 in Hafiono'

2007a) proposed a theory that explained a

sequential process and causal relationships

among constructs that aft-ected the behaviour

in ,Jng hformation System' This.theory

urru*.J that human behaviour was triggered

Uy lnt.ntion, attitude, and trust affected .by
,uU.j..tir" norms to do something voluntarily'

inis tt eo,y has been a model for research in

Information System' lt rs Theot"v* of Reason

ActionlTRA.

TRA was criticised by Triandis (1980 in

Thompson et al', 1991) becacuse the assump-

tiort ut.a can not be applied to every sifuation

or condition. Basicaily, hrunan beings do not

ui*uy, behave voluntarily, sometimes human

beings behave emotionally or involuntanll'

ThuJ, according to Triandis (1980)' TRA

rfr"ria differ cognitive and affective aspects rrr

the behaviour dimension

Davis (1989) develoPed TR\ :r'';e : '

changing beiief construct u ith. p-'f:':t'ot tt:
the easiness to use perception I TA\1 :-'::3' :

considered more parsimoniur" -:' :''': :'' -:

rhe behaviour in using l:':":: ': " i ' - -' '- -

is supported by many empirical studies'

Ho*.ulr, TAM model separates cognitive and

affective aspects by making belief construct as

sebagai a cognitive aspect and tilYgt ut

affeclive one. Tl.re development of TAM was

also conducted by igbaria et al' (1996) by

uaJing perceived enjoyment into the initial

*oa.i of fnV. The addition shorved the

Ixistence of separation between cognitive and

affective in the attitr'rde construct' Van der

Heidjen (2004) and Chesney (2006) used the

same model to compare utility and enjoyment

aspects. The resuits showed the use of percep-

tion irad more effects compared to enjoyment

in the use of recreational Information Systetn'

In this research, cognitive factors used

were taken ffom the constructs in TAM model

(Davis et al. 1989), they were perceived use-

fu1tl".r, perceived ease of use and self-efficacy

construci from Bandura (1982); Compeau &

Higgins (1995); Hsu & Chiu (2004)' The

choice was based on several reasons'

1. TAM rvas a behavioral model which was

useful in answering question "why did

information system fail to be applied?"'

Not many *od"lt included psychological

factors in their rrodels'

2. TAM was suppofied bY a solid theory

3. TAM had been tested in many studies and

the results shou'ed that TAM had been a

good model. TA\1 rvas even considered to

be better cori.rpared to other modeis such as

TR-A anC TPB

I TA\i ls a :::sl::lonious but valid model'
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rlrr :r, ., .. ----- she is going to use it. On the

uttlltiluxlr '.- :. rvhen someone thinks that

rnnilmir:r''* , . - s\ stem is not useful, sAe is not

lllf,rLrLilr r -.: :t. Based on Deci's motivation

rlfirurN:rl - .:ceptance by users is determined

rilrflir ,, - :.: oi motivation, namely, extrinsic

rr&rfilxi - :- -: : Intrinsic motivation arises when

llltllttruur: -- :rpectation flom the interaction

rlltlirilili: ' : l::.ication of Information System'

illl*lm"-, - -:::r'ation arises when there is an

rufirillrfli:-- :l the use of information system

lotfiuNur :::- : -:i outside parties. The definition
,rl[ -'r,: ,.: usefulness describes extrinsic

rmlriluui. -:. :- t3cause the usefuiness is received

tll]llriflllrlr: --. :: in the form of reward for the

IllxtNlt"tl- i": : 3::ormance-

-: . -s srudies showed that perceived

ilIll&lr - ' ;- , construct had positive and

ilfillrllrrl --- .*cts on the use of infonnation
lllr,ri,r.r-:r - ." .s. 1989; Igbaria et al. 1997)'lt is

:TrH - - : -':1allt and significallt constrLlct in

rflllliirL:r.. -- ..:.:lde, ilterest, and behaviour in

illuiilr'* .:.-:ology compared to other

lMll]lt :- --.

: - . :r .rSh et al. (2003) tested the effects

rirmrr1:- :: -s3fulness factor on the use of on

ililrffr ' : - : of using IT betrveen men and

,L*rlrrilil- r' -:: results showed that the effects of
'ilfiI]' .- : - -ialulness among men was stronger

.uililn' : .--: - ... that of women. It shorved that

rilrilrxr.r - -::ed IT as usefu1 cornpared to horv

ruxrir,'r- - : rnsidered it. therefore, this

rrffi,6 - - .', ould affect the behavior of men in

lllU,l, lI l*

* - .: and Amoroso (2004) develoPed
" :-. -:- by adding external varibles to

utliLLri. ::'rJt the acceptance of internet'The

tLilL,Lnii : : r: 3.: Variables were gender, expe-

"irlrxflirr": --:.:lexity and willingness The result

LrurLlili : : -r-ll men tend to have higher

Ilrfim* . i- -sefulnessthanwotnen.

: and Todd (1995) combined TPB

ilulnl - ] , :.on model by adding age variable

ur .-. : ..;:lal factor in the acceptance of

technology. The hndings showed that younger

people tend to be more affected by behaviour

icognitive) variable in using Information

Sysiem. On the other hand. older people tend

to be rnore affected by perception control

variable. The implication of the findings

showed that there were various cognitive

factors for 1'ounger people, while for the

younger people there were various perception

control variable.

Szajna (1996) tested TAM model revised

by Davis et al. (1989) by using university

students as respondents. Technology accep-

tance tested was e-mail. The methods used

were experimental u'hile the instruments used

were the same as the ones used by Davis et'al

(1989). The findings showed tirat the intention

of those students to use e-rn all was higher in

the last fifteen rveeks compared to tl.re earlier

ones. In other ll'ords- there was an increase in

the use of interr.ret by the respondents for the

last fiffteen lr'eeks. In lhe pre-intplementation

phase. the perceived useftllness had a direct

and signilicant effects on the intention to use

intemet r.vhile perceived ease of use did not

have a significant effect. Besides that, it was

also found that perceived ease of use did not

have effect on the perceived usefulness' In the

post-implemenlation pilase, perceived useful-

ness had a direct and significant effect on the

intention to use internet rvhile percieved ease

ofuse did not have a direct effect'

Hyphotesis 6: Perceived Ease of Use factor

has Positive effects on the

intention to use internet with

gender and age as the

controlling variables'

Perceived Ease of Use

Davis el a/. (1989) defined perceived ease

of use as the level of one's trust in using a

cefiain system u'ithout having to rnake hard

efforts. Therefore, infonnation systeln must be

user friendly.

:;
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Perceived Ease of Use is one factor in
TAM model that l-ras been tested by Davis er
al (1989). The findings showed that perceived
ease of use could explain the reasons why
someone uses information system and explain
how the newly developed information system
can be accepted by users.

Hyphotesis 7: Perceived Ease of Use factor
has a positive effect on the
intention to use intemet with
gender dan age as the
controlling variables.

Self-EfJicacy

This research also used self-efficacy
construct based on the reason that self-eficacy
is a situational cognitive construct that can
change in a cefiain context. Self-efficacy is
delured as the belief to be able to do certain
actions persistently in order to lace obstacles
for the putpose of achieving something
(Hartono, 2007a). Bandura (1982) stated that
self-fficacy is a psycholouical aspect as a
response to different treatments, for example,
when a person is given different assignments
his/her self-elficac-,- will also be different.

Collins (1985 in Har1ono,2007a) differed
mathematics experlise and urathematics beha-
viour, it rneans that self-eJficacy represents
individual's perception on his,4rer ability in
using iT to do some activities da1am, it does
not refl ect experlise components. S elf-effic acy
is measured in tenns of two dimensions,
na.rneiy self-fficaq, as a general construct
and as a specitic one (Gist et al. 1989). Horv-
ever, Compeau and Higgins (1995) suggested
the improvement self-efficacy measurement.
The research conducted by Hili et al. (1987)

used revised three-item self-fficacy measu-
rement scale Hou,ever, it was indicated tha:
there rvas an inaccuracy in self-elficacy.

Webster and Martocchio ( I 992; 1 993 )

conducted a study on self-fficacy by using a

five-item scale developed by Hollenbeck ani
Brief (1987). Instruments had been used b1

previous studies like that of Compeau and
Higgins (i 995). The findings showed that setf-
efficacy affected the intention to use IT.
computer aruiety (Agarwal dan Karahanna.
2000), adoption of high technology (Hlll et al.
1986) and the intention to innovate (Burkhat
and Brass, 1990).

Hypothesis 8: Selffficacy has positive
effects on the intention to use

internet with gender and age as

the controlling variables.

McElroy (2001) developed his study b.v

comparing the two factors namely (Big Fite
Factor) and cognitit'e style (MBTI) to
compuler anxiegt, self-efJicacy and gender the
controlling variables. The findings showed
that personality factor is a better predictor
compared to cognitive stvle.

Hypothesis 9: Personalily factors are domi-
nant factors in affecting the
intention to use internet
compared to cognitive factors
with dengan gender and age as

the controiling variables.

Research Framework

The framervork for the research is shown
in the following (Figure l).

--r*l _
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Dispositional Personality @@

- ::-l:iOnS:
-------------} : Direct etfect of independent variable to dependent ones

- -------> : Directeffectofcontrolling variables to dependent ones

-"-. Adapted iiorn McErrov, et al. (2007); Buchanan, et ar. (2005); Davis, el at. (r9g9); Bandura
11982); Compeau & Higgins (1995): Hsu & Chiu (2004).

iJSEARCH METHODOLOGY

i.esearch Type

Lesearch fype is confirmatory descriptive,
-: ,, :s to reexamine and develop an existing
-=...::ch model to describe and explain

relationship among variables (personality,
cognitive and the intention to use intemet).
The approach used was survey using many
data resources as the bases to analvze and
make conclusion.

Openness to
experience

Conscientiousness

Extraversion

Situational cognitive

Perceived
Usefulness

Self-Efficacy
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Operational Definitions and dan Variable
Measurement

. Perceived Usefulness is the level of one's

beliefs that using technology will improve
his/her performance. Perceived usefulness

is measured by Likert scale starting from 1

representing strongly disagree and 5

representing strongly agree. The variable is

measured by six questions. The questions

are adopted are from Davis et al. research
(1989). The questionnaire can be found in
the appendix.

. Perceived Ease of Use is the level of one's
beliefthat it does not take hard effort to use

a system .It is measured by Likert scale

starting from 1 representing strongly
disagree and 5 representing strongly agree

The variable is measured by six questions.

The questions are adopted are from Davis

et al. research (1989). The questionnaire

can be found in the apPendix

' Self-elficacy is an estimation of one's abili-
ty in doing a certain behaviour based on

certain goals. Self-fficacv is measured by

Likert scale starting fiom l representing

strongly disagree and 5 representing

strongly agree. The variable is measured by

five questions adapted ffom the studies

conducted by Hsu and Chiu (2004).

- r,crsonality i-. a -series of stabTe charac-
aerisfics wlaicla tend fo be used to see the
similarities and differences between one
person to another in terms of ways of
thinking, feelings. and actions. The measu-
rement used was Five Factor Personalie
from International Personality ltem Pool
(IPIP) proposed by Goldberg (1990) con-
sisting of five elements namely openness to
experience, conscientiousness, extroyer-
sion, agreeableness and neuroticrsrr. Each
element was measured by Likert scale
starting fiom I representing strongly disa-
gree vp to 5 representing shongly agree. 10

questions adopted fron.r the studies

conducted by Buchanan et al. (2005).Each
personality construct consists of some

Journal oflndonesian Economy and Business JM-Uar

imtrdimensions calledfacet. The following --t
the the facet for each construct

l. Opennes to experience consists of lri--.--
nation, arlistic interest, enlotiona..-
adventurousness, intellect and libe':-
lism.

2. Conscientiousness consists of self-ei'
cacy, orderliness, dutifulness, achie":'
ment striving, self-disciPline ot;
cautiousness.

3. Extroversioi? consists of friendline,:
gregariousness. assertiveness, acti\' :.

level, excitement-seeking and che;-'

fulness.
4. Agreeableness consists of trust, mor;'

liryn, altruism, cooperation, modesty ar.:

symphaQ.

5. Neuroticisn consists of anxiery^, ange'

depression, seA- conscientiousnes:

i mmo de r at i o n and tulner ab i I i tY -

Each facet consists of trvo indicator-'

namely favorable which showed positir.
relationship with the facet and non-fm'c-

rable which showed negative relationsh;p

with the facet scoring system was used tc

rreasure each facet. When a responden:

responded strongly agree for a favourable

indicator, then the item was given 5. On the

other hand, if she,Are responded strongi'.
t/t-tag.s'<:e for a -/avorab/e, then the score
would be I - For non-ilZtvorttb/e indicators, i:
a respondent answered strongly agree, the

score would be I. On the other hand, if a

respondent answered slrongly disagree for
a non-favorable indicator then the score
would be 5.

. The intention to perform a behaviour is a

willingness to do something pushed by
attitude, interest, and belief. The intention
to perform a behavior is measured by Likert
scale starting from 1 representing strongll.
disagree up to 5 representing strongiy
agree. The variables were measured by
tkee questions adopted by a study con-
ducted by Davis et al (1989).
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P,rpulation dan Samples

Ihe population for the research was
,:-ients of Economics Faculty at Universitas
-.::.gdulu (FE-Unib) who were intemet users
:-:,rding students of Master of Management
:--: Fxtension programme. The choice of the
i-:_'icts was based on the research criteria,
":.elf internet users at the university. The

:':tedure of samples choice was non-
:' :fiility by using conyenience sampling
:; :ique. According to Harlono (2008a),
..,:.enience sampling is a sampling method
- -;h enables the researcher to choose the
:;::::les freely. This method was chosen to

-:..,nte the reaearch. The reason was it has
: .r:] s been hard to get the list of intemet user
:,-:llation in Indonesia so probabilistic
,;..-:1hg was difficult to do.

Conyenience sampling method was
: :sen based on the availability to get perforn

- r:r the other hand the samples were taken
:::;-:se they were available. Harlono (2008a)
- 

'-i-qsed the strengths and weaknesses of
- ''.,:nience sampling method, in terms of cost
--: :ime needed, this sampling technique is

--: .-heapest method and because the respon-
::r:s are easy to access, easy to measure, easy
-- Jooperate. However, it has some draw-
:.:<s. nameiy when the choice is not done

- ::erly, the result would be bias when used
-" nake decision. The method demands

-::..:acy in translating the findings of the
-.. -lt.

Ir pe and Collecting Methods of the Data

The data used were primary one from
---7-ary source. The data were were taken
:::r the needed respondents. Data collecting
-::rod was cro.r.r-sectionally on June 2008.

-: data collected were 350 samples and the
: --stions were closed ones.

t. alidity and Reliability

Internal validity consists of qualitative
..-Jiry and construct validity. Qualitative

t87

validity consists of face validity and content
validity. Qualitative validity is based on the
evaluation ofexperts about the concepts being
measured. Some researchers assume it a vaiid
intemal validity (Hartono, 2008b: 57). This
research used researchers and academicians
consideration in the field of information
technology.

Construct validity consists of convergent
and discriminant validity. Convergen vaiidity
test used in this research was the application of
SmartPLS version 2.0. The measurement
model in reflective indicator was measured
based on the the loading factor (correlation
between score items and construct items). Hair
et al. (2006) propsed a rule of thumb com-
moniy used in the eariy check of matric factor
+.30 is considered sufficient, +.40 is consi-
dered good, and > 0.50 is considered signifi-
cant. Thus, the higher the loading factor, the
more important it is in intepreting the matric
factor. For the appiication of Smarl PLS
version 2.0., the rule of thunb used was outer
loading > 0.7, commttnality > 0.5 and averctge

variance extracted (AVE) > 0.5 (Gozali,
2006).

The discriminant validity test used in this
research rvas SmarlPLS version 2.0. The
measurement model used was based on cro.rs

loading. Another method was comparing the
root of AVE for each construct to the
conelation a1llong constructs in the model.The
model has a sufficient discrirninant validity if
the AVE root for each construct is bigger than
the correlation between one construct to
another in it. koreiasi (Gozali, 2006).

Apafi ffom validiry, reliability test was
also conducted to measure the consistency.
SmartPLS version 2.0.was applied and two
methods, namely Cronbach's alpha and

Composite Reliability were conducted.
Cronbach's alpha measures the lower limit of
a construct reliability while Composite
Reliability lreasures the real value of a

construct (Chin dan Gopal, 1995 in Salisbury
et al., 2002). The reliabilify test conducted in

Abdillah
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for each path for inter-construct significance
structural model.

To test hypothesis 9, that is to compare the
effects of dispositional personality and situa-
tional cognitive on the intention to use
internet, the parameter used was by comparing
the value of in each factor. According to
Tenenhaus, et al. (2004: 179), in using PLS,
the inter-factor prediction can be measured by
calculating and comparing the value R2 in each
factor. The formula to calculate the value of R2

is:

R': LF ,cor (y,x,)

Based on the above formula, the researcher
can calculde the value of n3 in each factor so

that it can predict the strength ofeach factor.

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The Characteristics of Research Sample

There 350 questionnaires distributed
among the sfudent of Economics Faculty at
Unib, and 348 were retumed. Out of 348
questionnaires returned, 323 can be processed
atd 25 quesitounaires can not be processed
because they were not cornplete and tended to
choose one option. The characteristics of 323
samples can be seen in the table below:

Table 1. Sample Characteristics

Characteristics Total Percentage

gender

.135
188

Total .72) 100%

age

this research was Composite Reliability
because it was bettter in estirnating the internal
consistency of a construct (Werts et al., l9j4
in Salisbury et al., 2002). Rule of thutnb of
alpha or Composite Reliability must be higher
than 0,7 although 0,6 is still acceptable (Hair
et al., 2006). However, intemal consistency
test is not something absolute if the construct
validity is fulfilled, valid construct must be
reiiable, while a reliable construct is not
always valid (Cooper dan Schind1er,2006).

Hyphothesis Test Techniques

Structural Equation Modelling (SEM)
based regression analysis with the help of
SmarlPLS version 2.0.was used to test the
hyphotheses in this research. The researcher
used PLS to test measurement rnodel as well
as structurai one,

PLS adalah is an SEM designed to explain
variants and test the significance of the
relationship and the results of R2 . Like in the
linear regression, PLS is appropriate to predict
and develop a theory Some advantages of'PLS
compared to dibandingkan SEM (Gozali,
2006), are:

. PLS is more reliable because it does not
need many assunrptions.

PLS can be used to predict a model even
with a weak theory.

PLS can be used for data with classic
assumption, such as: the data are not
normally distributed, multicolinearity and

autocorellation

PLS can be used in small size samples.

PLS can be used in formative dan

reflective constructs.

The research tried to cornbine some theories
and test some factors consisting of fivo
models; personality and cognitive. Therefore,
PLS can be used to predict causal relationship
and to build a theory. Structural rnodel in PLS
was evaluated by using R2 for dependent

construct, path coeffi.cient (B ) and l-values
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3ased on the frequency above, it can be indicators were fiom 3 to l0 indicators. The
"-::thatthemajorityoftherespondentswere numeric scale ranged from l to 5 (see the

: -:.9 adults with university education. This is appendix).
re :asis to decide the characteristics of perso- . perceived Ease of Use construct wasrii--r' and cognitive. amollg the respon- measured by pEl_pE6 indicators. All:e---.While gender distibution showed that the indicators had over 0.7 loading factor, AVEr-:rcrtion of fenrele is fewer that of males, 0.5 and communalily> 0.5.r-:-rugh the difference is not significant, so . "^_^^,-.; 

' 
:::.::; lias is avoidable because of the balanced 

r Perceived Usefulness construct was
jr-:.:oirion. measured by using pU1_pU6 indicators.

All indicators had over 0.7 loading factor,

W*surement Model AVE > 0.5 and contmunality> 0.5.

\{easurement 
'nodel 

for varidity dan reria- ' t;#"#;r:7rr.::liffi[:r1r:ffit:i"::];
r-1. model determination and coefficient loadingfactor,AVE>0.5and communaliryrrr:- ior the equation is as follow (Figure 2). > 0.5.

:O\STRUCT VALIDIT' 
r The intention to use internet construct was

measured by using ITI-lT3 indicators. All
tlouvergent validity indicators had over 0.7 loading factor, AVE

convergent validity of measurement > 0'5 and communality> 0'5'
:::':e1 pengukuran using reflective indicator I Openness to experience construct was
ry:s :neasured based on tbe loading factor. ln measured by using i OP1-OP1O indicators .

r * research there were 9 constructs and the only opl, op2 dan op5 indicators had
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over 0.7 loading factor, AVE > 0.5 and

communaliSt > 0.5, while other indicators
were not significant.

Conscientiousre.r.r construct was measured
by using CS1-CS10 indicators, however
only CS 1-CS4 indicators had over 0.7
loading factor, AVE > 0.5 and communality
> 0.5, while other indcators were not
significant.

Agreeablenes.r construct was measured by
using AG1-AG10 indicators, only AGl-
AG5 indicators had over 0.7 loading factor,

AVE > 0.5 and communality > 0.5, other

indicators were not significant.

Extroversion construct was measured by
using EV1-EV10 indicators, only EV1,
EV2, EV3 dan EV5 had over 0.7 loading
factor, AVE > 0.5 and communality > 0.5,

other indicators were not significant.

Neuroticism construct was measured by
using indicator NT1-NT10 indicators, only
NT8-NT10 had over 0.7 leading factor,

AVE > 0.5 and communality > 0.5, other

indicators were not signif,rcant.

Discriminant Validity

Discriminant validity measurement can be

measured by two parameters. The first is based

on cross loading score. Construct and

Journal of Indonesian Economy and Business May

indicator are regarded as having discriminant
validiry when the loading indicator in one

construct is higher than the one in other

constructs. The results of the cross loading in
this research is available in the appendix.

The second parameter used was bY

comparing the squdre root of average

variance extracted (A\E) for each construct

to the latent construct in the rnodel. The model

has sufficient discriminant validity if the root

of each construct is bigger than the correlation
between constructs in the model. The value of
AVE and square root AVE for each construct

are available in the table below.

Table 2. Average Variance Extracted

Variable AVE AVE root

0-71 875865

0.72608677

0.74613136
I
0.86895052

0.76942381
0.719t7453
0.7 4097841

0.76876589
0.72829t84
1

Source'. Processed Data (2008)

Agreeableness

Conscentiouness

Extraversion
Gender

Intention to Use

Neuroticism
Opennes to Experience

Perceived Ease of USe

Perceived Usefulness

Self-efficacy
Age

0.516614

0.527202

0.556712
1.000000

0.7550"15

0.s92013

0.517212
0.s49049
0.591001

0.530409

1.000000

Table 3. Latent Variable Correlation

AG CS EV

1.000

0.395 1.000

0.338 0.242 1.000

0.008 -0.105 -0.005

0.2t2 0. 163 0. I 81

-0.325 -0.241 -0.282

0.304 0.239 0.285

0.036 0.1 07 0.258

0.223 0.248 0.264

0. 128 0. 1 59 0.263

-0.033 0.040 0.038

1.000
j0.083 1.000

0.012 -0.171 1.000

-0.128 0.299 -0.264 1.000

0.015 0.394 -0. 150 0.218

-0. 109 0.488 -0.197 0.261

-0.070 0.442 -0.094 0. 175

-0.164 0.018 -0.036 0.044

1.000

0.571 i.000

0.645 0.513 i.000

0.092 0.124 0.24s 1.000

Sex OPIT NT PE PU SE Age

AG
CS

EV
Sex

IT
NT
OP

PE

PU

SE

Age

Source'. Processed Data (2008)
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lhe latent variable correlation are as
-u,,:'.r':

Sased on Table 2 and Table 3 it can be
mr that AVE root of each construct has
n{:er value than the correlation of latent
',1'.=-construct. Thus, it can be conciuded that
t,e ::ldicators used in this research fuifilled
-_<:.mination validity criteria

iteliability Test

The reliability of a measurement shows
re siability and consistency of an instrument
r*:-.,.ring a concept or a variable (Cooper and
t-,ndler, 2006: Hair et al., 2006). Reabiiiry
: be nreasured by checking the Cronbach's
-r:4"2 and Composite Reability.

Cronbach's alpha measures the lower
-:-ii of a construct reliabiiity, while Composi-
c Reliability measures the real vaiue of a
.:::r-<truct reliability (Chin and Gopal, 1995 in
ldrsbury et al.,2Ail2). This research used the
--.,nrposite Reliability because it is better in
:s.nating the intemal consistency of a

r91

construct (Werts et al., 1914 in Salisbury et a1.,

2002).

The rtile of thumb of alpha or Composite
Reliability is tirat it must be higher than 0.7
although 0.6 is still acceptable in an explo-
rative study (Hair et a1.,2006). The conshuct
reiiabilily is as follow:

Table 4. The Value of Cronbach's Alpha and
Composite Reaiibility

Variable Cronbachs Cornposite
Alpha Retiabilitv

Agreeableness 0.761393 0.839230
Conscientiousness 0.713200 0.814938
Extraversion 0.749667 0.830032
Gender 1.000000 1.000000
Intention to Use 0.837575 0.902353
Neuroticism 0.687500 0.806822
Openness to Experience 0.530821 0.760517
Perceived Ease of Use 0.842925 0.878778
Perceived Usefulness 0.860967 0.896210
Self-efficacy 0.782189 0.849301
Age 1.000000 1.000000

Source: Processed Data (2008)
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Table 4 shows that the vaiue of Crons-
bach's alpha and Composite Reliability of
each construct is above 0.70, so it can be
concluded that the nleasurement used in the
research is reliable.

Structural Model

The strucfural modei in PLS was
evaluated by R-square for dependent variables
and path coefficient ( B ) independent variable

and then the significance of each t-value of
each path is measured path.

Below is the coefficient path shown by the
value oft and p ofeach construct.

Based on the value of coefficient beta and
the the value of I above. the result for each

hyphothesis is:

1. Hypothesis 1 states that openness to

experience affects the intention to use

internet with gender and age as the

controlling variables. The resuit showed

that openness to experience faclor had
positive and significant effects with a beta

coefficient beta of 0.153719 and a t-value
of 2.856958. It means that the frrst
hypothesis was supported. The result were
in accordance with the study conducted by
Tuten and Bosnjak (2001) that showed that
people with the characteristics tend to find
out new things and wouid be motivated to

do some activities in the virtual world to

Journal of Indonesisn Economy and Business

explore new ideas. Based on the fi
can be concluded students who
categorised as young adults and

imaginative tend to use internet. Then
it is impotant for an academic instituti
consider the information as the basis

making decision in IT investment.

2. Hypothesis 2 states that conscienti,
factor affects the intention to use i
with gender and age as the
variables. The results showed that the

between conscientiouszress and the i

tion to use intemet had a beta coefficied
-0.018201 and t-value of 0.362556"
showed that canscientiottsness factor
not have effect on the use of internet
means that hypothesis 2 was not
The findings were conkadictory to

study conducted by Landers and

(2006). Conscientiottsriess reflects a di
plined characteristic and a firrn atti

People with this personality trait tend

refuse unproductive activities, such

chatting in the internet. On the other
they tend to be interested in prod

academic activities. However, the frndi
showed opposite results. It indicated
the motivation to use internet was related
personal characteristics and can not
predicted by conscientiousness factor.
findings of this research informed that
intention to use intemet among stu

Table 5. Beta Coefficient,tvalue andP value

Variabie t value Beta Unstandardised

Agreeableness -> Intention to Use

Conscentiouness -> Intention to Use

Extroversion -> Intention to Use

Gender -> Intention to Use

Neuroticism -> Intention to Use

Opennes to Experience -> Intention to Use

Perceived Ease of USe -> Intention to Use

Perceived Usefulness -> Intention to Use

Self-efficacy -> Intention to Use

Age -> Intention to Use

0.957022
0.362556
0.908s01
0.745040
0.758450
2.856958
0.616370
4.t416s5
3.68005 1

1.731225

0.072830
-0.018202
-0.041278
-0.032283
-0.039795
0.1s3779

-0.040379
0.290221
0.263113
-0.094988

Source'. Processed Data (2008)
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manage resistance against IT' People with

the characteristics can not be forced to use

internet, therefore, education process for

these people must be done carefully'

5. Hypothesis 5 states that neuroticism factot

uit"ctt the intention to use internet' The

finding showed that neuroticlsm factor did

not have effect on the intention to use

internet. The beta coefficient was

0.039195 and t-value was 0'75845' It

means that hypothesis 5 was not supported'

The hndings were in accordance with the

research conducted by Amiei and Sargent

(2004). They found out that people with

nnuro,tiriyn characteristics tend to avoid

internet, except for the purpose of being

alone such as; piaying on-line games' The

results of the research provided important

information that an educational institution

need to consider providing special faciiities

to stimuiate with neuroticism charac-

teristics to use internet' However, it should

be noted that providing special facilities is

costly and riskY to be misused'

6. Hypothesis 6 states that perceited ease 
-of

wi factor has positive effects on the

intention to use intemet' The results

showed that it did not have positive effect

on the intenton to use interrret' The beta

coefficient was 0.040379 and t-value was

0.61637.It means that hypothesis 6 was not

supported. The findings of the reseatrh

*"i" in accordance with the studies

conducted by Davis (1989) and Davis et al'

(i989) who found out in studY 1 that

percieved ease of use did not have a direct

effects on the intention to use intemet but it

had to be mediated by perceived usefulness

construct. The results provided infotmation

that the acceptance and adoption ofIT in an

academic environment is not directiy

affected by perceived usefulness' When the

finding is related to personality factor' it

can be explained that the openness to

experience characteristics in finding

motivated new ideas in using intemet is not

]]]lillltti

d

- - niggered by curiosity and it did not

.,-,'" ,h. need to use intemet for academic

:-::oses (such as: e-learning and searching

: - : academic articles). Based on the

-:,rrnation, the education institution can

- ae Policies to imProve academic

.-orph.." so that the students will be

:-::i.,ated to do productive activities by

:-,:riding facilities such as on-linejoumals

,:-; on-line learning.

-r potlresis 3 states lhat extroversion factor

.:-rcts the use of internet with gender and

.Je as the controlling variables' Th:

:]-culation made by SmartPLS 2'0 showed
-:-ai H3 was not supported because the beta

:.refflrcient vaiue was -0.047278 and the r-

::izre was 0.908501. The findings were

;onffadictory to the studies conducted by

,\miei and Sargent (2004) that found out

:eop1e with extroversion characteristics

,.nd to use internet for the purpose of
iepentingan on'line socializing, such as

:h-atting room and sharing information in
virrual world' The findings of the results

indicated that students with extroversion

characteristics do not tend to use internet

for academic purposes instead they use it

for entertainment. Thus, the results of the

research can be used to develop IT at the

campus. To stimulate the acceptance of IT'

entertairulent aspect needs to be

considered.

j. Hypothesis 4 states that agreeableness

factor affects the intention to use intemet

with gender and age as the controlling

variables. The results showed that

agreeablenes.s did not have afffect to the

intention to use internet' The beta

coefficient was 0.072830 and t-'-alue was

0.951022. it tneans that hypothesis 4 was

not suPPorted. The resuits were m

accordanie with the research conducted by

Landers and Lounsbury (2006) who found

out that agreeableness tend not to use

intemet. When they use it, the frequency is

very low. The information is needed to
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caused by whether or not the IT is operated,

but rather it caused by the usefulness of it.
The difficulry in operating IT among

students is not an obstacle for them.

7. Hypothesis 7 states that perceived

usefulness has positive effects on the

intention to rse internet. The results

showed that it had effects on the intention

to use internet. The beta coefficient was

0.290221 and t value was 4.11655., It
means that arlinya hypothesis 7 was

supporled. The results were in accordance

with the research conducted by Davis

(1989) and Davis et al. (1989) who found

out that perceived usefulness had direct

positive effect on the intention to use

intenret and it mediated perceived ease qf
use on the intention to use iT. The findings

provided important information for the

university in developing and investing in
TT

8. Hypothesis 8 states that self-fficacy has

positive effects on the intention to use

terhadap intemet. The findings showed that

beta coefficient was 0.263113 and t value

was 3.68005 1, it rneans hypothesis 8 was

supporled. The hndings were in accordance

with the research conducted by Compeau

and Higgins (i995) and Hsu and Chiu

(2004) who found out that self-fficacy is a

predictor of the intention to use IT The

findings indicated that in developing

infomration system it is impoftant to build

trust in the ability to use intemet' Trust in

the ability to use internet should be starled

from the leaming process. lt is an important

thing to do in order to avoid resistance

against IT, especialiy done by older

generation. The findings also showed that

gender did not have effects on the intention

to use intemet, while age had negative

effects on the intention to use intemet' It

means that there were no differences for

both men and women in accePting and

adopting IT, however, the older a person

was, the lesser was the tendency to use

Journul of Indonesian Economy and Business Muy

internet. There was also a tendency to resist

IT. On the other hand, the younger a person

was, the more s/he accepted and adopted

IT.

9. Hypothesis 9 states that personality factors

has more effects the intention to use

intemet compared to cognitive ones. The

findings showed that cognitive factors had

more effects on the intention to use intemet

compared to personality ones. It is shown

by the value of R2 of cognitive factor^was

0-.274583 while the vaiue of R2 of
personality factor was 0.05'7140. it means

that the ability of variant cognitive factors

in explaining the variant of the intention to

use intemet was 27 percent and was higher

than personality factors by 5 -7 percent'

According to Tenenhaus, et al- (2004: 179)'

to compare the effects of rwo factors

(dispositional personality and situational

cognitive) on the variabel dependent

variables (the intention to use internet). In

PLS it can be done by calculating the value

of x-2 of each factor and by comparing

those values. The value of R2 for each

factor can be calculated by using the

following formula:

R': t p ,cor(y.x,)
-J

Based on nr parameter it can be concluded

that cognitive factor had more effects on

the intention to use internet compared to

personality factors. However, it shouid be

noted that R2 is not a single parameter to

measure inter-factor or model. The main

consideration is the relevar-rce between the

findings and the theory. Tl"rerefore, when

related to cognitive and personality theory.

it can be concluded that the intention to use

intemet factor is a situational cognitive

factor rather than an inherent characteristic'

The findings provided important infor-

mation for the university in making

decision to invest in IT. It should be noted

that although characteristics are inherent in
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each person to decide the intention to use
internet, perceptual cognitive aspect
(perceived usefulness and self-fficacy)
\\'ere more influential. It is consistent rvith
the academic atmosphere that emphasizes
on cognitive aspects, not on personality
ones.

ln general, the results of n-2 for all
-:ependent variables showed weak effects on
:-: dependent variables. The value of R2 was
, -:,1 1 meaning that ali independent variables
.j 33 percent ability to explain dependent

-.:s, However. R2 was not a single parameter
-stilnate the signihcance of the model. The

-:'st important thing was that the findings
::e supported by existing theories. The

:-.earcher conciuded that the research model
:::losed and produced by this research was
. _=ificant and able to explain the acceptance
'-,: adoption of internet viewed from
:,::cepfual cognitive and dispositional
:,=:sOnality

Ji-scussion

The research has three objectives namely
, iest the effects disposistional personality
-.;:or. situational cognitive and to compare

--. - se two factors to the intention to use

-::rnet The finding showed that only
:.nness to erperience factor had effects on

:: intention to use intemet, other factors did
,::. It was in accordance with the research
: ,:ducted by McEIroy et al. (2007) and Tuten

--.: Bosnjak (1991) who found out that only

.:.tlness to experience factor had strong
::.ects on the intention to use intemet.

People having the characteristics of
:Jnness to experience tend to like abstracts
:ras. new ideas, adventures. Those charac-

--:--stics tend to encourage them to use intemet
-,: the purposes of seeking new ideas,

,-:eining, and exploring in the vifiual wor1d.

-,.e had negative effects on the intention to
-.= internet. It means that younger people tend

- accept intemet compared to older ones.

:rnness to experience factor tends to belong
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to younger people in this research context,
they are university students. Other factors such
as; neuroticism, agreeableness, extraversion
dan conscientiousness did not have effects on
the intention to use intemet.

Itleuroticism is a negative character. It
represents unstable, paranoid, worried, in the
context of IT acceptance, it did not encourage
a person with this frait to use internet. The
findings were in accordance with the research

conducted by McElroy et al. (2007) and Amiel
and Sargent (2004) who found out that
netroticism trait did not have effect on the
intenton to use intemet, especially for aca-

demic purposes. On the other hand, people
having neuroticism tend to use intemet to
fu1fi1l hisAer personal satisfaction without
involving other people. It is not a predictor of
the intention to use internet for academic
pulposes.

Agreeableness is a trait that is ready to
accept other people opinion. It respects and

likes to help other people. However, people
with this kait rvere not motivated to use

intemet especially when faced with difficulties
in using it. The findings were in accordance
with the research conducted by McElroy et a1.

(2007) and Landers Lounsbury (2006) who
fourrd out that agreeableness trait did not have
effects on the use of intemet. The research

found out that agreeableness lratl tend to
belong to older people They tend to find
difficulties in using internet for acadernic
prrrposes. It indicated that this trait was a

source of resistance in accepting intemet if the

organisation did not persuade and educate

them wel1. Thus, the university should apply
persuasive approach to people with the trait by
giving training and building on-line comrru-
nication forum.

Extroversion represent sociable, open and

love being with other people. In the context of
using intemet, people wtih this trait tend to use

n internet for socializing and interacting in
vitual world, such as chatting room and
blogging. The findings were in accordance
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witlr the research conducted by McEkoy et al.
(2007) and Anliei and Sargent (2004) who
found out that this trait did not have effects in
the use of internet especially for academic
purposes. People with the trait used intemet
for fun and social interaction. Based on the
information, the university need to accomo-
date the needs ofthose people.

C o ns c i e nt io ttsr?e.r.r represents discip lined,
care for details, stick to plans in making
decisions. This trait is ideal for students in the

context of using intemet. It is a strong pre-
dictor in tlie acceptance of intemet for
academic purposes. The findings were not in
accordance with the research conducted by
McEiroy et al. (2007), who found out the
opposite fact that was conscientiousness dtd
not have eflects on the use of intemet. The
explanation was that conscienliottsness trail
was not present in tl-re students of Econornics
Faculty at Unib reflecting unconducive
academic environment. The findings provided
information for Economics Faculry of Unib to
improve the academic atrnosphere there.

Hypothesis testing of situationai cognitive
factor showed that perceived usefulness factor
had positive effect on the use of intemet. The

finding was in accordance with the research

conducted by McElroy et al. (2007) rvho

found out the same fact. It means that the

higher a person believes about the imporlance
of internet, the more s,4ie is going to use it. It
was also in accordance with the research

conducted by Davis (1989) and Davis er a/.

(1989) and other research that used TAM
model. lt was tbund out that perceived

r.rsefulness was the strongest predictor for the

intention to use IT.

Compeau and Higgins (1995) and Hsu and

Chiu (200a) found out that self-efficdcv was a

predictor of IT usage, especially internet. The

findings of the research showed that self-

efficac1, had positive effects on the intention to

use interiet. It means that the more a person

believed tirat sAre benefits in using intemet,

the urore s,he is going to use it.

Based on the hypothesis testing .. 
I

cognitive situational, perceived ea,se of use d:; 
I

have positive effects on the intention to us: 
I

internet. The frnding was it.t accordance tvi::- !
the research conducted by Davis (1989). whc 

!
found out the same fact. It indicated that th; 

I
intention to use internet among students rvas 

I
influenced by the cognitive dimensio:- 

|
(perception) over the benefit os using IT. 

I
It was also found out that cognitive factors I

had more effects on the intention to use !

internet compared to personality factor. The 
I

research indicated that in an academic I

environment, the decision to use IT *u, n or. 
I

influenced by the rationai aspects I

The research found that cognitive facto: 
I

(perceited useftlness) was a stronger predictor 
I

compared to personality trait. Hou'ever. 
I

individual characteristics (opennes to erpe- 
|

rience)was still a predictor of the acceptance 
I

of internet. Therefore, university should rnake 
I

sure that the acceptance and adoption o; 
]

intemet should not be an obstacle in 
]

developing inforrnation system in it.

In general, the the research contributes

and affirms the discrepancy betrveen theoq
and practice in the IS behavioral research. It
can be concluded that the research model

supporls the fi-ndings of many IS studies using
perceptual dirnension. such as TAM, TPB and

UTAUT that showed those constructs were

main predictors of perceptual-based IT
acceptance (Robey, 1983). Future research

should focus on situational personality factor

being developed in IS behavioural researcl.t

and dispositional cognitive rarely studied in
empirical research.

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of the research was to -- -
compare trvo main factors that becatne . -
predictors of lT acceptance, natnely cognitive !.;
situational factor and dispositional personality ,,::i
factor. The main Leason for cotnparing the tr.r,o

factors'uvas caused by the drcrepancy between
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::r:etical and empirical research about the

-:: rotance of IT using two factors.

In psychology, the concepts ofpersonalify

--.: eognitive are divided into two concepts,
- 
':::e11, dispositional and situational. in the

. .-,:ext of IS, the concept dispositional is hard

:e directly applied because IT tends to be

,-::ional. For example, Thatcher et al.

- t]) found out that internet anxiety
. :-ational personality) affected personality
'-: and cognitive belief (dispositional

- _=itive) of the users. On the other hand,
-..:rval dan Karahanla (2000) found out that
'. ..rtuliry truil (opcnness lo expcricnce

. -:erpted into personal innovativeness)

-=:;ted perceived ease of use perceived and

.. .'ilness (situational cognitive). McElrol' et

- (1007) conducted a study bY using

- .:ositional factor Qtersonality trait dan

. ;,:itit,e styLe) to see the comparison between
-: :\\'o factors on the intention to use intemet.

-: findings showed that personaliry factor
.. a better predictor compared lo cognititte
.-: factor. This research wanted to

.=',.:mine the effects of dispositional
: !Lrnality and situational cognitive on the

-::-.:ion to use intemet.

This study was different liom the previous
-=. Tt used IPIP model and for situational
::.itive it used perceivecl ease of ttse,

. :eived of usefulness and self-e.fficaqt. The
:.::tive ofthe study rvas to test the effects of
.: tsitional personaliry and situational

_-:iiive on the intention to use intemet.

=:.ies that, the researcher also wanted to

.:sure and compare the effects of the trvo

: -. ris on the the intention to use iutemet.

Tlre research design used was decriptive-
. ---:nnatory using survey approach. The
- :an,data used were taken cross-sectionalh,

- :'. i23 respondents who were intemet users
t;onomics Faculry at Ur-riversitas Bengkulu.

.::,:iing procedure used was non-probability
-.:. :onvenience sampling technique.

The lrnding showed that only openness to

experience variable was a personality factor

predictor of the intention to use internet.

While, perceived usefulness and self-efficacy

were cognitive factor predictors of the

intention to use intemet show situational

cognitive factors had more effects on the

intention to use internet compared to

dispositional personality factor as shown by

the value of R2 cognitive factor of 0.274583

which was higher than the value R2 personality

factor which was 0.057740.

The luidings of the research provide

important contribution for universities

developing IT. The findings indicated that the

acceptance of internet was mostly dominated

b1 people with upenness to expet'iettcc

characteristics, peopie who liked to seek

experiences, knowledge, new ideas. Besides

that, peopie will accept and adopt intemet if
they think that intemet benefits them (e.g:

improve perfonnance, increase productivity).

However, in general individual characteristics

were not strong predictors of IT usage.

Cognitive perceptual aspects had more effects

on the intention to use intemet.

Research Limitations

The researcl-r had some iimitations and

weaknesses. First, the research focused on one

type of IT, rvhich was internet, so that the

findings cau not be generalised for other types

of iT. Second, the subjects of the research

were limited to IT users in an academic

envil'onment. so that the findings can not be

generalised for other research. Third, the

research only measured perceptual-based

intention to use intemet, not the actual one, so

that the parameter used was the opinion of the

respondent. Fourth. there were too many

questions in the questionnaire. so that bias

answers might happen. Many indicators were

not valid. Finally. the research only compared

dispositional personaiify factors and sirua-

tional cognitive without exploring and

r\ as to

becalne

>gnitive

;onalitr
the lu'c
)et\\'ee1'.
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comparing other factors being developed in
behavioral IS reasearch.

Recommendation

Based on the limitations above, the
researcher would like to rlake some sugges-
tions and recomrnendations. First, future
research can use sirniiar models in rneasuring
the acceptance and adoption of IT apaft fiom
web-based intemet, such as; cellular-based
communication. Second, fufure research
should use wider samples. Third the scopes of
tneasurement can be deveoped into acfua1
usage. Fourth, data collecting should be
stricter so that bias can be avoided. Finally,
fufure research should focus on personality
factors being developed in IS research and
other cognitive factors rarely studied.
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